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a b s t r a c t
The frizzled/starry night pathway regulates planar cell polarity in a wide variety of tissues in many types
of animals. It was discovered and has been most intensively studied in the Drosophila wing where it
controls the formation of the array of distally pointing hairs that cover the wing. The pathway does this
by restricting the activation of the cytoskeleton to the distal edge of wing cells. This results in hairs
initiating at the distal edge and growing in the distal direction. All of the proteins encoded by genes in
the pathway accumulate asymmetrically in wing cells. The pathway is a hierarchy with the Planar Cell
Polarity (PCP) genes (aka the core genes) functioning as a group upstream of the Planar Polarity Effector
(PPE) genes which in turn function as a group upstream of multiple wing hairs. Upstream proteins, such
as Frizzled accumulate on either the distal and/or proximal edges of wing cells. Downstream PPE
proteins accumulate on the proximal edge under the instruction of the upstream proteins. A variety of
types of data support this hierarchy, however, we have found that when over expressed the PPE proteins
can alter both the subcellular location and level of accumulation of the upstream proteins. Thus, the
epistatic relationship is context dependent. We further show that the PPE proteins interact physically
and can modulate the accumulation of each other in wing cells. We also ﬁnd that over expression of Frtz
results in a marked delay in hair initiation suggesting that it has a separate role/activity in regulating the
cytoskeleton that is not shared by other members of the group.
& 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
The epidermis of many animals is polarized within the plane of the
tissue. This tissue planar cell polarity (PCP) is dramatic in the cuticle of
insects such as Drosophila, which is decorated with arrays of hairs and
sensory bristles. Tissue polarity in Drosophila is under the control of
the frizzled (fz)/starry night (stan) signaling pathway and in recent years
it has become clear that this conserved pathway also controls planar
polarity in many aspects of vertebrate development (Goodrich and
Strutt, 2011; Wang and Nathans, 2007) including cell and tissue
movements during gastrulation (Goto and Keller, 2002; Jessen et al.,
2002; Takeuchi et al., 2003; Wallingford et al., 2001), the differentia-
tion of stereocilia in the inner ear (Montcouquiol et al., 2003; Wang
et al., 2005, 2006), the morphogenesis of the fur of mice (Chang
and Nathans, 2013), kidney development (Babayeva et al., 2013;
Goggolidou, 2013) and the polarity of the cilia in the respiratory
epithelium (Vladar et al., 2012).
Genetic studies focused on the ﬂy wing led to the identiﬁcation
and characterization of a number of genes essential for PCP that
comprise the fz/stan signaling/signal transduction pathway (Adler et
al., 1987; Chae et al., 1999; Das et al., 2004; Gubb and Garcia-Bellido,
1982; Held et al., 1986; Taylor et al., 1998; Usui et al., 1999; Wolff and
Rubin, 1998; Wong and Adler, 1993). These genes consist of three
phenotypic groups that are also epistasis groups (Wong and Adler,
1993). They are the PCP genes (aka, core group), the PPE (Planar
Polarity Effecter) genes and themultiple wing hairs (mwh) gene. frizzled
(fz), disheveled (dsh), prickle/spiny leg (pk/sple), Van Gogh (Vang) (aka
strabismus), starry night (stan) (aka ﬂamingo) and diego (dgo) are all
members of the PCP group. A distinctive feature of these genes is that
their protein products accumulate asymmetrically on the distal (Fz,
Dsh and Dgo)(Axelrod, 2001; Das et al., 2004; Feiguin et al., 2001;
Strutt, 2001), proximal (Vang, Pk) (Bastock et al., 2003; Jenny et al.,
2003; Tree et al., 2002) or both distal and proximal (Stan) edges of
wing cells (Usui et al., 1999). These proteins are a functional group and
are co-requirements for the asymmetric accumulation of the others.
The Planar Polarity Effecter (PPE) group includes inturned (in), fuzzy
(fy) and fritz (frtz). The abnormal polarity patterns seen in PPE mutants
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are similar to those seen in PCP mutants but PPE mutants differ in
several ways from PCP mutants (Collier and Gubb, 1997; Collier et al.,
2005; Park et al., 1996; Wong and Adler, 1993). The vast majority of
PCP mutant wing cells form a single hair at a relatively central location
on the apical surface, while in contrast many PPE mutant wing cells
form 2 or 3 hairs at abnormal locations along the cell periphery.
A variety of evidence argues that the PPE genes function downstream
of the PCP genes. Loss of function mutations in PPE genes are epistatic
to mutations in PCP genes and the function of the PPE genes is not
required for the asymmetric accumulation of PCP proteins (Strutt,
2001; Usui et al., 1999; Wong and Adler, 1993). In contrast, the
proximal accumulation of the PPE proteins requires the function of
and is instructed by PCP genes (Adler et al., 2004; Strutt and
Warrington, 2008). Similar experimental results indicate that mwh
functions downstream of the PPE genes (Strutt and Warrington, 2008;
Wong and Adler, 1993; Yan et al., 2008).
The PPE genes share almost identical mutant phenotypes, double
null mutants do not show a stronger phenotype and the genes show
strong genetic interactions (Adler et al., 2004; Collier et al., 2005;
Wong and Adler, 1993). For example, any double mutant combination
of weak PPE alleles results in a strong PPE mutant phenotype (Collier
et al., 2005). These observations suggest that the PPE genes function as
a unit. Consistent with this hypothesis all three are co-requirements
for the proximal accumulation of the others and the level of In and
Frtz are dramatically reduced when animals are mutant for another
PPE gene (e.g. fy) (Adler et al., 2004; Strutt and Warrington, 2008).
We report here that these proteins can be co-immunoprecipated in a
variety of experimental conditions and that In interacted with both Fy
and Frtz in the yeast two hybrid system (Lee, 2002; Yan, 2008). We
also observed that the over expression (oe) of one PPE protein could
affect the accumulation of a second. Our data argue these proteins
form a protein complex that functions in wing tissue polarity.
One of the hallmarks of the PCP genes is that over expression (oe)
leads to a gain of function (gof) hair polarity phenotype that is
superﬁcially similar to the loss of function phenotype (Axelrod et al.,
1998; Boutros et al., 1998; Feiguin et al., 2001; Gubb et al., 1999;
Krasnow and Adler, 1994; Usui et al., 1999). This appears to be due to a
loss of their asymmetric distribution, perhaps due to saturating
binding sites. In contrast the oe of In or Fy did not lead to a gof
phenotype even though that led to the loss or degradation of their
asymmetric accumulation. A possible explanation for these results is
that only properly localized protein is active. Alternatively, activity
could require that the proteins are in the proper protein complex and
the amount of the other component(s) is limiting when only one is
over expressed. Interestingly, we found that oe In and Fy together
resulted in a relatively weak but consistent gof phenotype. This is
consistent with the latter hypothesis. We also found that the oe of frtz
by itself led to a gof planar polarity phenotype. What could be the
mechanism by which the oe of PPE proteins can alter hair polarity?
One possibility is that the oe of PPE proteins uncouples the site of hair
initiation from the side of the cell where Fz, Dsh and Dgo accumulate,
much as loss of function mutations in PPE genes do. Another
possibility is that the oe of the PPE proteins could re-pattern the
accumulation of the upstream PCP proteins. This seemed less likely as
it requires putative downstream proteins to affect the localization of
upstream proteins. Surprisingly, we found the latter hypothesis was
correct. This establishes that the PPE proteins functioning downstream
of the PCP proteins is context dependent and blurs the line between
the two groups of genes.
Materials and methods
Fly genetics
All ﬂies were raised at 25 1C unless otherwise stated. Mutant
stocks were either obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila
stock center at Indiana University, from the VDRC, generated in
our lab or were generous gifts from J. Axelrod, D. Strutt, or
T. Uemura. The FLP/FRT technology was used to generate genetics
mosaics. To direct transgene expression, we used the Gal4/UAS
system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993). For temperature shift experi-
ments the relevant animals were collected as white prepupae,
placed into fresh food vials and moved to different temperatures at
the desired time. Several of the genes used in this paper have
multiple names. In line with FlyBase usage we use starry night
instead of ﬂamingo and Van Gogh instead of strabismus.
Transgenes and antibodies
We attempted to determine if Frtz and Fy, like In localized to the
proximal side of wing cells by raising antibodies against these two
proteins. The antibodies generated were able to speciﬁcally detect
over-expressed proteins but were not able to detect the endogenous
proteins. As an alternative we constructed transgenes that encoded
tagged versions of these genes. For fywe generated GFP, Flag and Flag-
Ollas tagged transgenes driven by the following promoter/regulatory
sequences: UAS, hsp70, armadillo, ubiquitin and the endogenous fy
promoter. All of these constructs were able to provide complete rescue
of a fy null allele. Immunostaining of the tagged Fy proteins did not
yield consistent data that Fy accumulated in the stereotypic zig zag
pattern, although we saw this on occasion. Strutt and colleagues using
a different construct found Fy to be asymmetrically localized (Strutt
and Warrington, 2008).
We also generated transgenic ﬂies that expressed myc-Frtz-GFP
from the ubiquitin promoter (ubi-Myc-Frtz-GFP) (Sekelsky et al.,
1995). These transgenes provided complete rescue of frtz pheno-
typic null alleles and in experiments using them we determined
that Frtz was localized to the proximal side of wing cells. In z
sections we found that Frtz was localized near the adherens
junctions as is the case for other proteins involved in tissue
polarity. These results conﬁrm those previously published by
Strutt and colleagues (Strutt and Warrington, 2008). We also
generated transgenic lines that expressed frtz, myc-Frtz or Frtz-
GFP under the direction of UAS. For reasons that are unclear the
myc-frtz transgene drove expression at a lower level than the other
two and did not result in a gain of function phenotype. Perhaps
this is due to the amino terminal tag lowering protein accumula-
tion. For in we used previously described transgenes that express
HA-In driven by UAS (Park et al., 1996).
A surprising feature of the PPE UAS transgenes is that they
often provided substantial genetic rescue in the absence of a GAL4
driver or in regions outside of the normal domain of Gal4
expression (Park et al., 1996). The degree of rescue was more
complete for in and fy than frtz and varied as a function of body
region and insert. For example, rescue was usually not seen for the
abdominal bristle polarity phenotype. The rescue is likely due to
enhancer trapping driving expression of the transgenes. In some
cases (for example for a frtz-GFP insert) we were able to detect this
by immunostaining. Since we have not seen equivalent rescue
of mutant wing phenotypes with other UAS-transgenes (e.g.
UAS-mwh, UAS-trc, UAS-fz) we suggest that PPE function can be
provided by relatively low levels of protein.
In our initial experiments standard P element vectors were
used that resulted in relatively random insertions (Klemenz et al.,
1987; Pirrotta, 1988). Later experiments utilized phi-C31insertion
vectors and insertion sites(Groth et al., 2004). For UAS-constructs
we used the attp2 and attp40 landing sites (Bischof et al., 2007).
Immunostaining
A standard paraformaldehyde ﬁxation and staining procedure
was used (Adler et al., 2004).
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Plasmid constructs
The full length frtz cDNA with a Myc tag at its N-terminus and
the full length fy cDNA with both OLLAS and FLAG tags at its C-
terminus were generated by PCR and subcloned into pPUAST-attB
vector. The full length frtz cDNA with a GFP tag on its C-terminus
was subcloned into pPUM6 (Jeff Sekelsky's Lab) using EcoRI and
SacII sites.
The following primers were used in the constructions:
PUAST-attB-(myc)6-frtz (from KpnI to XbaI)
50 primer: GAGGGTACCCCACCATGGGGCAGGGAT
30 primer: CTAGTCTAGACTAGACCACGCCGAAGTGGACCACC
PUAST-fy-FLAG-OLLAS (from XhoI to XbaI)
50 primer: CCGCTCGAGATGTCCATCTATTTGTTATGTTTGAC
AACAAACGGCGGATTG
30 primer: TGCTCTAGACTACTTGCCCATCAACCTAGG
TCCCAATTCATTCGCAAAGCCACT
PUM6-frtz-GFP (from EcoRI to SacII)
50 primer: CCGGAATTCAATGCTGCTCAGCGAGAC
30 primer: TCCCCGCGGCTACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATG
The UAS-HA-in construct was described previously (Lu et al.,
2010).
Construct subcloning for two-hybrid assays
Full-length of inturned cDNA was subcloned into pGADT7 from
NdeI-BamHI. The following primers were used:
Inturn-th5: TCTAGGGAATTTCCATATGCGCAAATCGCCGGCCAG;
Inturn-th3: GATCGCGGATCCATGTCATCCCATTGAGAAGAAGGA.
Full-length of fuzzy or fritz cDNA was subcloned into pGBKT7
from NcoI-BamHI or NdeI-EcoRI respectively. The following
primers were used:
pGBKT7-50: CATGCCATGGAGATGTCCATCTATTTGTTATG;
pGBKT7-30: CGCGGATCCTTATCACCAACATACTGACTTC;
50 frtz-hybrid: GGGAATTCCATATGCTGCTCAGCGAGACC;
30fritz-hybrid: CCGGAATTCTTATTAGACCACGCCGAAGTGGA.
To get truncated forms of fritz cDNA, we used the following primers
and the PCR products were subcloned into pGBKT7 from NdeI-EcoRI
sites. We used the same 50fritz-hybrid primer and DBD-frtzN-30:
CCGGAATTCTTAGTGCGACAGATCCAGCAAG to amplify the N-terminus
of fritz cDNA (encoding 1–400 amino acid); we used DBD-frtzC-50:
GGGAATTCCATATGTACTTCGTGGCCCAGCCA and the same 30frtz-
hybrid primer to amplify the C-terminus of fritz (encoding 401–951
amino acid). 50frtz-hybrid primer and Dfrtz200-30: CCGGAATTCT-
TAAACTGTGAGGTGGCGG were used to amplify the fritz cDNA encod-
ing 1–200 amino acids; Dfrzt400-50: GGGAATTCCATATGAACGCCA-
GCTTCGATC and 30fritz-hybrid primer were used to PCR frtz cDNA
encoding 201–400 amino acid.
To Amplify the frtz cDNA encoding WD40 repeats, the following
primers were used: DBDFrtz-WD5: GGAATTCCATATGCAGATCTG-
CTCCTTTGCCTTC; DBD-Frtz-WD3: CGGAATTCTTACAGCTGATGGCC-
AATGGTG.
To examine interactions between truncated forms of Inturned
and Fuzzy or Fritz, full-length of fuzzy or fritz cDNA was subcloned
into pGADT7 from NcoI-BamHI or NdeI-EcoRI respectively. We
used the same pGBKT7-50, pGBKT7-30, 50frtz-hybrid and 30frtz-
hybrid primers as described before. Truncated forms of inturned
cDNA were generated by PCR and subcloned into pGBKT7 from
NdeI-BamHI. We used the same Inturn-th50 primer and in-
Nterm1-30: CGCGGATCCTCACAAGATCACGGCCAGACTC to amplify
the N-terminal part of Inturned (1–550 amino acid); we used
in-Cterm1-50: GGGAATTCCATATGAAGATCTTCGATGCTCCAG and
the same Inturn-th30 primer to amplify the C-terminal part of
Inturned (551–869 amino acid). The fragment encoding Inturned
551–731 amino acid was cut from pGBKT-inC (551–869 aa)
construct by restriction enzymes NdeI and EcoRI and inserted into
pGBKT7 or pGADT7 from the same sites. We used AD-in-731-50:
GGAATTCCATATGGTTCTGCACTACGTCTACA and the same Inturn-
th30 primer to amplify inturned cDNA encoding 731–869 amino
acid, the PCR product was subcloned into pGBKT7 or pGADT7 from
NdeI-BamHI.
For the yeast two hybrid assays, we used yeast strain AH109
and Matchmaker Two-Hybrid System 3 from Clontech. Brieﬂy, full
length or truncated cDNA was subcloned into pGADT7 or pGBKT7
by speciﬁc restriction enzyme sites. To test the interaction of
deﬁned protein partners, pGADT7 and pGBKT7 plasmids, which
each encoding one of the two protein partners were co-
transformed into yeasts. Transformed yeasts were selected by
growing on two-marker dropout medium (SD/-Leu/-Trp). Colonies
from previous dropout medium were transferred to a four-marker
dropout medium (SD/-Ade/-His/-Leu/-Trp) with X-alpha-Gal. Only
colonies growing on four-marker plates were considered as
positive colonies.
Antibodies
Monoclonal anti-armadillo and anti-Flamingo antibodies were
obtained from Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank at the
University of Iowa. Anti-HA, anti-Flag and anti-Myc antibodies
were obtained from Cell Signaling Technology. Anti-Ollas mono-
clonal antibody was purchased from Novus Biologicals. Anti-GFP
antibody was obtained from Molecular Probes. Alexa 488- and
Alexa 568-conjugated secondary antibodies were purchased from
Molecular Probes. Alexa 568 and 647 phalloidin were purchased
from Molecular Probes. Anti-Pk antibodies were kindly provided
by Drs. J. Axelrod and D. Strutt. Anti-Frtz antibody was generated
in rats using a Frtz protein made in E. coli and his tagged to
facilitate puriﬁcation. A similar strategy was used to obtain an
anti-Fy antibody. In both cases the expressed proteins were found
in inclusion bodies and solubilized and we do not know if they
were in a native conformation. Neither antibody was able to detect
the endogenous protein.
Coimmunoprecipitation and western blotting
The following genotypes were used in these experiments:
w; ptc-Gal4/UAS-HA-in UAS-fy-GFP;UAS-frtz-GFP
w; ptc-Gal4/UAS-HA-in; UAS-frtz-GFP
w; ptc-Gal4/ UAS-fy-GFP;UAS-frtz-GFP
w; ptc-Gal4/UAS-HA-in; UAS-(myc)6-frtz
w; ptc-Gal4/UAS-HA-in UAS-fy-GFP
w; ptc-Gal4/UAS-fy-GFP; UAS-(myc)6-frtz
w; ptc-Gal4/UAS-HA-in; UAS-fy-FLAG-OLLAS
w; ptc-Gal4/UAS-fy-FLAG-OLLAS;UAS-(myc)6-frtz
w hs-ﬂp; UAS-HA-in UAS-fy-GFP
Co-immunoprecipitation experiments were done in a variety of
different ways. The most common procedure was as follows. 150–
200 wing discs of transgenic ﬂies were dissected from third instar
larvae and homogenized in pre-chilled lysis buffer containing
protease inhibitors. The extract was then spun to remove cell
debris. Protein A agarose beads (Roche) were added to the extract
and incubated for at least 3 h to reduce the background of non-
speciﬁc binding. The extract was spun again and 7–10 ml desired
antibody was added to the supernatant and incubated for 3–4 h.
New protein A agarose beads were then added and the sample was
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incubated overnight. The beads were pelleted and washed. Protein
was released from the beads and analyzed by standard western
blot procedures. In other experiments we used as starting material
S2 cells, whole larvae or larval “heads” (these were dissected
anterior sections of larvae that contained the brain, imaginal discs,
salivary glands, anterior larval epidermis and other tissues).
Similar results were obtained from all three sources.
Imaging
Adult wings were mounted in Euparal and bright ﬁeld images
obtained using a Spot RT camera and a Zeiss Axiskop II microscope.
In most cases a 40X Apochromatic objective was used (oil, 1.4 NA).
When wings were not ﬂat enough to allow a good ﬁnal image from
a single optical plane a Z stack was obtained using Metamorph and
a ﬁnal image was obtained either using a minimal projection
(most cases) or by using an Image J extended focus plug in. In a
few very difﬁcult preparations a Z stack was obtained and prior to
carrying out the minimal projection for the dorsal wing hairs the
ventral hairs were erased manually from some optical planes.
Quantitation of images was accomplished using ImageJ.
Confocal images of immunostained pupal wings were obtained
using either a Zeiss 510 or a Leica SP5 WLL confocal microscope.
Final panels were assembled using Adobe Photoshop or Microsoft
PowerPoint.
Results
Many of the experiments reported in this paper used trans-
genes to express PPE proteins. Most of these have not been
described previously and details are provided in the Methods
and Materials. All of the tagged (and untagged) transgenes used
were able to provide complete rescue of null alleles when
expressed at appropriate levels (e.g. using the ubiquitin promo-
ter/enhancer to drive expression). Tagged In and Frtz proteins
encoded by the transgenes localized to the proximal side of wing
cells as the endogenous proteins do (Fig. S1)(Adler et al., 2004;
Strutt and Warrington, 2008). This was also reported to be the case
for Fy (Strutt and Warrington, 2008). Using tagged transgenes we
have on occasion seen evidence of asymmetric Fy accumulation
but we have been unable to get this result consistently. Hence, we
have not studied factors that mediate Fy localization.
Gain of function phenotypes of PPE genes
The expression of either in or fy driven by a variety of Gal4
drivers (e.g. ptc-Gal4, act-Gal4, ap-Gal4) did not result in a gain of
function (gof) phenotype. This was surprising as the endogenous
In (and Fy) protein accumulated at the proximal side of wing cells
and when over expressed (oe) it was found throughout the cell
(Fig. S1B–D) (Adler et al., 2004). Presumably, In (or Fy) is not active
in that context. It is worth noting however that neither of these
proteins accumulated to as high levels as we have seen for many
other proteins in similar experiments. We found that co-over
expressing in and fy together consistently resulted in a gain of
function phenotype that consisted of cells that formed hairs that
did not point distally and some of these cells formed multiple
hairs (Fig. 1B–H). When ptc-GAL4was used to drive expression this
was typically manifested as a characteristic swirl in a relatively
proximal region on the ventral surface of the wing (Fig. 1F).
A multiple hair cell (mhc) phenotype and a milder polarity
disruption were seen on the dorsal surface of such wings
(Fig. 1B). Both the hair polarity and mhc phenotypes were
Fig. 1. The in/fy gain of function wing phenotype. All images are from the C region of the wing (between the 3rd and 4th veins just anterior to the posterior cross vein).
This region is in the ptc domain. (A–D) shows the dorsal surface of the wing and (E–L) the ventral surface. The genotypes are noted in each panel. Ore-R shows the wild type
hair pattern.
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enhanced by the addition of a second Gal4 expressing gene or a
second UAS-in transgene (Fig. 1C,G,I, Tables S1 and S2). It was also
enhanced when a second copy of both UAS-HA-in and UAS-fy-GFP
were present. As is described later, conditions that lead to a
stronger hair phenotype also lead to a higher level of In protein
accumulation. In contrast the addition of a second UAS-fy-GFP or
UAS-fy-Flag-Ollas transgene partly suppressed the in/fy gof (Fig. 1D
and H, Tables S1 and S2). Thus, while the oe of both genes is
needed to generate a gain of function the In/Fy ratio is also
important. We did not see clear evidence of a suppression of
either phenotype when the ﬂies were heterozygous for a loss of
function mutation in the endogenous in gene or for the mhc
phenotype when mutant for fy (Tables S1 and S2). We suggest that
this is due to the level of oe being great enough that a 50%
reduction in the endogenous protein was relatively insigniﬁcant.
Heterozygosity for a frtz mutation weakly but signiﬁcantly
suppressed the In/Fy gof and a low level of additional frtz supplied
by a Ubi-myc-frtz-gfp transgene increased the strength of the
phenotype but in this case the change was not signiﬁcant (Tables
S1 and S2). We also observed that heterozygosity for several of the
PCP genes enhanced the in/fy gof mhc phenotype (Tables S1 and
S2). pk, Vang also enhanced the polarity gof phenotype. Further,
supplying a modest amount of extra Dsh partly suppressed both
in/fy gof phenotypes (Table S1).
To determine if the in/fy gof polarity phenotype required the
function of the fz/stan pathway we examined ﬂies that oe in and fy
while also being mutant for a third genes and determined if the
characteristic in/fy swirl was still obvious. The characteristic swirl
seen in ptc-Gal4 UAS-HA-in UAS-fy-GFP/ptc-Gal4 wings was not
detected in ptc-Gal4 UAS-HA-in UAS-fy-GFP/ptc-Gal4; fzP21/fzK21
wings (Fig. 1I and J) and these latter wings were similar to the
ptc-Gal4/þ ; fzP21/fzK21wings (Fig. 1K). We concluded from this
experiment that the function of the upstream fz/stan genes was
essential for generating the in/fy gof. We carried out similar
experiments substituting mwh for fz and obtained equivalent
results (Fig. 1L). That is, mwh function was essential for the in/fy
gof phenotype implying that Mwh is essential for the transduction
of the gof signal to the cytoskeleton.
In contrast to the results seen with in and fy, frtz over expression
by itself resulted in a consistent gof (Fig. 2B). When untagged frtz
was oe using ptc-gal4 hairs pointed away from the midline of the
wing; the location where ptc-G4 drives the highest level of expres-
sion (Fig. 2B). Hence, wing hairs appeared to be pointing from cells
of higher toward cells of lower Frtz levels, much as they do when
frizzled is over expressed in this way (Adler et al., 1997). The wing
hair phenotype was qualitatively similar with two different UAS-frtz
insertions (at attp2 and attp40) and dose sensitive. The ability of frtz
oe to induce a PCP phenotype was also seen when alternate drivers
were used. Ay-GAL4 ﬂip out clones that drove expression of UAS-frtz
resulted in a PCP gain of function and it was clear from stained
pupal wings that frtz oe resulted in non-cell autonomous PCP
abnormalities (Fig. 3EF). The hairs produced by neighboring cells
pointed away sfrom the clone, once again away from the higher frtz
levels. Flip out clones examined in pupal wings during early stages of
hair morphogenesis consistently showed delayed/slowed hair growth.
In contrast to that seen for in and fy the oe of frtz using some Gal4
drivers such as ap-Gal4 or act-Gal4 resulted in extensive lethality. In
addition to the tissue polarity phenotypewe also observed a distortion
of the wing blade that led to a fold when frtzwas oe with ptc-Gal4 (Fig
S2). The frequency and severity of this fold was generally more
dramatic in genotypes that gave stronger polarity phenotypes. In
wings with a severe fold it was difﬁcult to accurately assess the
polarity phenotype. The frtz oe phenotype was sensitive to the dose of
both other PPE genes and upstream PCP genes. Heterozygosity for in,
fy, fz and pk resulted in an enhanced polarity phenotype (Fig S3A and
B) and heterozygosity for in, fy and pk enhanced the number of mhc.
When expressed at a low level frtz-GFP provided complete
rescue of a null frtz allele (Yan, 2008). Thus, our expectation was
that oe Frtz-GFP would act like the oe Frtz, but that proved not to
be the case. When frtz-GFP was expressed using ptc-gal4 hairs
pointed toward the midline of the wing (Fig. 2A); the location
where ptc-G4 drives the highest level of expression. Thus hairs
pointed from cells of lower toward cells of higher Frtz-GFP levels.
This is also seen when PCP genes such as pk or stan are expressed
in this pattern (Tree et al., 2002; Usui et al., 1999) and is the
opposite of what we observed with the over expression of frtz.
A qualitatively similar phenotype was seen with different UAS-frtz-
GFP inserts. Flip out clones that expressed frtz-GFP displayed a
non-cell autonomous PCP phenotype (Fig. 3CD) that was the
opposite of that seen with frtz ﬂip out clones. The hairs formed
by neighboring cells pointed toward the clone, once again toward
cells expressing higher levels of Frtz-GFP. We also observed a delay
in hair formation in the Frtz-GFP over expression clones (Fig. 3AB)
as well as increased cytoplasmic general F-actin staining. The
delay and the increased cytoplasmic staining appeared cell auton-
omous. Thus, the oe of frtz and frtz-GFP produced a similar effect
on hair growth despite their opposite effects on polarity. As was
the case for frtz, the oe of frtz-GFP using some Gal4 drivers such as
actin-Gal4 resulted in extensive lethality.
When Frtz-GFP was oe using ptc-Gal4 in ﬂies that were
simultaneously mutant for null (or strong) alleles of fz, dsh, in or
mwh the distinctive frtz-GFP polarity phenotype was lost (Fig. 2).
Thus, the frtz-GFP gof phenotype is dependent on the activity of
the fz/stan pathway. It was also obvious that the resulting pattern
was not a copy of the mutant fz/stan pathway phenotype. Hence,
when oe frtz-GFP can also inﬂuence hair polarity by a mechanism
that is independent of other components of the fz/stan pathway.
The over expression of PPE genes can Re-pattern the accumulation of
the PCP proteins
The ability of oe of inþ fy, frtz and frtz-GFP to produce abnormal
wing hair polarity could be explained by either hair polarity
becoming uncoupled from the accumulation of PCP proteins in
these cells (as is the case in a PPE loss of function mutant) or by
the over expression of the PPE genes resulting in repatterning the
accumulation of PCP proteins. The latter but not the former
hypothesis can explain the non-autonomy seen in ﬂip out clones
that oe frtz or frtz-GFP. To distinguish between these two hypoth-
eses we examined the distribution of several PCP proteins (Fz,
Stan, Vang, Dsh and Pk) in pupal wings that oe either frtz, frtz-GFP
or inþ fy. In all cases where the oe of a PPE protein produced gof
hair polarity phenotype the zig zag accumulation pattern of PCP
proteins was altered. In some cases there was a re-patterning so
the high level edges were now rotated 901 (e.g Fig. 4A0 and B0) and
in some cases there also appeared to be a change in the level of the
PCP protein (e.g. Fig. 4C–H). For example the oe of Frtz lead to
alterations in the zigzag accumulation of Vang and Pk (Fig. 4A0 and
B0) and an increase in the level of Dsh (Fig. 4C). However, as was
seen for hair polarity the oe of Frtz-GFP lead to the opposite effect.
That is the decreased accumulation of Stan (Fig. 4G) and Dsh
(Fig. 4H).
The PPE genes form a physically interacting group
The proximal accumulation of In (and Frtz) required the
function of the other PPE genes (Adler et al., 2004; Strutt and
Warrington, 2008). Based on such observations it seemed possible
that at least In and Frtz were stabilized by binding to other PPE
proteins. If that was the case we predicted that increased levels
of Frtz would result in increased In levels and vice versa.
We examined the accumulation of the endogenous In protein by
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immunostaining wings where either frtz-GFP, frtz or fy-GFP were
expressed using ptc-GAL4. We saw an increase in the level of
endogenous In in cells that over expressed Frtz-GFP (Fig. 5A and H)
or Frtz (Fig. 5G and H) consistent with the stabilization model.
Consistent with the hair polarity phenotype seen with these
genotypes the increased In was no longer found in a zigzag
oriented along the anterior posterior axis. Rather, the accumula-
tion of In was rotated 901 (Fig. 5A). Thus, Frtz-GFP (and Frtz) not
only stabilized In but also re-patterned its accumulation. Surpris-
ingly, the expression of Fy-GFP caused a decrease in the
accumulation of endogenous In (Fig. 5C and H). This was a
decrease and not a complete loss, consistent with the lack of
effect of over expressing Fy on hair polarity. When both frtz and fy
were over expressed In levels increased, thus higher Frtz levels
were epistatic to higher Fy levels with respect to In accumulation
(Fig. 5E and H). We carried out similar experiments where we
examined the effects of in and fy over expression on the accumu-
lation of Frtz expressed at a low level from a Ubi-my-frtz-GFP
transgene. We used this transgene since we have not succeeded
in generating an anti-Frtz antibody that can reliably detect the
Fig. 2. The over expression of frtz and frtz-GFP result in opposite gain of function PCP phenotypes. All images are from the C region on the dorsal surface of the wing
(between the 3rd and 4th veins just anterior to the posterior cross vein). This region is in the ptc domain. The genotypes are noted in each panel.
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endogenous protein. We found that the over expression of in lead
to increased accumulation of Frtz (Fig. 6A–D) while the over
expression of fy lead to decreased accumulation (Fig. 6E–H),
although the results were not as dramatic as for In (Fig. 5).
To test if the ability of over expression of fy or frtz to modulate
the level of endogenous In could be functionally important we
over expressed fy or frtz in ﬂies that carried a temperature
sensitive hypomorphic allele of in. Our hypothesis was that
increased or decreased levels of the Ints protein would suppress
or enhance the mutant phenotype. Consistent with this hypothesis
we found that the over expression of fy-GFP enhanced the
phenotype of ints (Fig. 7BC), while the over expression of myc-
frtz almost completely suppressed the phenotype (Fig. 7AB).
Similar results were seen using both act-Gal4 and ptc-Gal4 to
drive transgene expression.
We also carried out a similar set of experiments where we
simultaneously over expressed two PPE proteins and determined
by quantitative western blot analysis if one protein had an effect
on the accumulation of the second. The simultaneous over
expression of both in and frtz resulted in increased accumulation
of both compared to single over expression controls (Fig. 6I,K,O).
In contrast when we simultaneously over expressed frtz and fy
the accumulation of both was decreased compared to single over
expression controls (Fig. 6J,L,P). The situation was more compli-
cated for the simultaneous over expression of in and fy (Fig. 6M,N,
Q). The presence of a single UAS-fy gene resulted in increased
accumulation of In, however the presence of two UAS-fy genes
resulted in decreased accumulation of In. Thus the effects of Fy on
In accumulation was dose sensitive. This dose sensitivity is similar
to that seen for the in/fy gain of function hair polarity phenotype
described earlier and provides an explanation for it.
As noted previously when over expressed the proximal locali-
zation of In and Frtz was lost and the proteins were found
throughout wing cells, although often enriched at the cell periph-
ery. In co-imunolocalization experiments we found substantial
co-localization of all three protein pairs (see Fig. S4). In other
experiments we examined the localization of co-expressed pro-
teins in the large salivary gland cells. We observed a clear
co-localization of In and Fy in salivary gland cells. These were
primarily at the cell periphery but in an irregular fashion. Similar
results were seen for In and Frtz and Fy and Frtz (Fig. S4)
In several experiments we over expressed all 3 PPE genes. This
resulted in the accumulation of the In, Fy and Frtz proteins in
spherical puncta in pupal wing cells. The signiﬁcance of these
puncta is unclear. They were also seen in other cell types such as
the salivary gland and third instar wing discs (Fig. S4).
The requirements for other PPE proteins for the proper accu-
mulation of In and Frtz suggested the possibility that these
proteins would interact physically in vivo. To test this hypothesis
we determined if these proteins could be co-immunoprecipitated.
In our initial experiments we used extracts of larvae that carried
hs-HA-In and hs-fy-FLAG transgenes 4 h after heat shock. We were
able to detect In (using anti-HA) in immunoprecipitates of Fy
(using anti-Flag) and Fy (using anti-Flag) in immunopreciptates of
In (using anti-In) (Fig. 8A). In a second set of experiments we used
Flag tagged Fy and wild type In and expressed both behind hsp70
Fig. 3. The gain of function PCP phenotypes associated with over expression of frtz and frtz-GFP can affect the polarity of neighboring wing cells. (A) and (B) show a ﬂip out
clone that expresses Frtz-GFP. This results in a cell autonomous delay in hair formation. The asterisk marks the region showing hair delay. (C) and (D) show a clone in an
older wing. The asterisk marks a region of wild type cells distal to the clone that form hairs that point toward the clone. (E) and (F) show a ﬂip out clone that over expresses
Frtz. Note the delay in hair formation of clone cells. The asterisk marks a region of wild type cells proximal to the clone that form hairs that point away from the clone.
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promoters in S2 cells. We were able to detect In (using anti-In) in
immunoprecipitates of Fy (using anti-Flag) (Fig. S5A) and in
complementary experiments we could detect Fy (using anti-Flag)
in immunopreciptates of In (using anti-In) (Fig. S6A). In another
set of experiments we used UAS-HA-In and UAS-Fy-Flag-Ollas
transgenes and wing discs and once again detected In in Ollas
immunoprecipitates of Fy and Fy in immunoprecipitates of In (HA
antibody) (Fig. S5B).
Similar but less extensive experiments were done with Frtz and
In. We found that anti-HA antibodies could immunoprecipitate
Frtz from ptc-Gal4 UAS-HA-in/þ ; UAS-myc-frtz/þ wing disc
extracts (Fig. 8B). Similarly, we found that anti-Frtz antibodies
could co-immunoprecipitate In from ptc-Gal4 UAS-HA-in/þ ; UAS-
frtz-GFP/þ wing discs (Fig. S5C).
In contrast to the results noted above we did not see the co-
immunoprecipitation of Fy and Frtz when we tested extracts from
ptc-Gal4/UAS-fy-ﬂag-ollas; UAS-myc-ftrz wing discs (anti-Frtz did
not precipitate Fy-ﬂag-ollas (Fig. 8C)).
Finally we found that anti-Fy antibodies could co-immuno-
precipitate both In and Frtz from wing disc extracts from ptc-Gal4/
UAS-HA-in UAS-fy-GFP; UAS-frtz-GFP/þ larvae (Fig. 8D) suggesting all
3 proteins are present in a common complex.
In can interact directly with fy and frtz
We tested the three PPE proteins for direct interactions using
the yeast two hybrid system. We found that In could interact with
both Fy and Frtz but we did not see any evidence for a direct
interaction between Fy and Frtz (Fig. S6).
We also carried out a limited set of experiments to determine if the
known protein-protein interaction domains found in In and Frtz were
essential for the interactions between PPE proteins. The Frtz protein
contains a pair of WD40 repeats (aa304–384) (Collier et al., 2005) in
the amino terminal half of the protein as well as a predicted coiled coil
region. There is also an atrophin 1 homology in the carboxy terminal
half of the protein (aa644–879). In the yeast two-hybrid system the
amino terminal (aa1–550) but not the carboxy terminal region (aa
550–904) of Frtz could interact with In. We further split the amino
terminal region into several parts (Fig. S7). The WD40 containing
fragment interacted the most strongly, but we also obtained evidence
for a weaker interaction between In and the coiled coil containing
fragment of Frtz (Figs. S6 and S7). Our data suggest there are two
binding interactions between In and Frtz.
The In protein contains a PDZ domain (aa158–213) (Cho et al.,
1992; Te Velthuis et al., 2007) that is found in the amino terminal
Fig. 4. The over expression of PPE genes can alter the accumulation of PCP proteins. (A) and (A0) are from the same ptc-Gal4/þ ; UAS-frtz/act-Vang-YFP wing. (A) is from
outside the ptc domain and (A0) from inside the domain. Vang-YFP immunostaining is shown. Outside the ptc domain Vang accumulates in the typical proximal/distal zig-zag
pattern. Inside the ptc domain Vang accumulation is more punctate and is preferentially found on the anterior/posterior sides of cells. B and (B0) are from the same ptc-Gal4/
þ ; UAS-frtz wing. (B) is from outside the ptc domain and (B0) from inside the domain. Endogenous Pk accumulation is shown by immunostaining. Outside the ptc domain Pk
accumulates in the typical proximal/distal zig-zag pattern. Inside the ptc domain Pk accumulation is more punctate and is preferentially found on the anterior/posterior sides
of cells. (C) shows a ptc-Gal4/dsh-myc; UAS-frtz/þ wing that was immunostained with anti-Myc antibody to show the accumulation of Dsh-myc. (E) shows a ptc-Gal4 UAS-
HA-in UAS-fy-GFP/þ wing immunostained to show the accumulation of the endogenous Pk protein. Note the increased Pk accumulation and altered zigzag accumulation.
(E) shows a ptc-Gal4 UAS-HA-in UAS-fy-GFP/þ wing immunostained to show the accumulation of the endogenous Stan protein. Note the loss of the distinct proximal/distal
zigzag in the ptc domain. (F) shows a ptc-Gal4/þ ; UAS-frtz-GFP/þ wing immunostained to show the accumulation of the endogenous Pk protein. Note the slightly increased
accumulation of Pk and the loss of the proximal/distal zigzag in the ptc domain.
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region (aa 1–550), while the C terminal half (aa 551–869) contains
no recognizable domains. We found that the C terminal domain of
In could interact with both Frtz and Fy, while no interaction was
seen with the amino terminal domain (Fig. S6). Thus, the PDZ
domain does not appear to be important for the ability of In to
interact with Frtz or Fy.
Discussion
PPE genes appear to be a functional and biochemical group
A variety of genetic data suggested that the PPE genes in, fy and
frtz comprised a functional group in Drosophila (Adler et al., 2004;
Collier et al., 2005; Strutt and Warrington, 2008; Wong and Adler,
1993). Our data establishes that In binds directly to both Fy and
Frtz. Our analysis of gain of function phenotypes suggested some
functional differences between the genes, thus their physical
interactions may not be obligate in some contexts, although
caution is needed when interpreting gain of function phenotypes.
The vertebrate homologs of in, fy and frtz are known as intu, fuz
andWDPCP (aka frtz). Mutations in these genes show both PCP and
ciliogenesis phenotypes (Cui et al., 2013; Gray et al., 2009;
Heydeck et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010; Park et al., 2006; Zilber et
al., 2013). In the mouse both intu and fuz mutations result in
neural tube defects (Heydeck and Liu, 2011; Heydeck et al., 2009)
and double mutants appear similar to single mutants (Heydeck
and Liu, 2011) mirroring the lack of phenotypic additivity seen in
Fig. 5. In accumulation is altered in wing cells by the over expression of frtz and fy. (A) and (B) show a ptc-Gal4/þ ; UAS-frtz-GFP/þ wing immunostained to show the
endogenous In protein. The arrow marks the approximate location of the edge of the ptc-domain. Note the increased accumulation of In and its altered accumulation pattern
associated with the over expression of frtz-GFP. (C) and (D) show a ptc-Gal4/þ ; UAS-fy-GFP/þ wing immunostained to show the endogenous In protein. The arrow marks the
approximate location of the edge of the ptc-domain. Note the decreased accumulation of In associated with the over expression of fy-GFP. (E) and (F) show a ptc-Gal4/UAS-fy-
GFP; UAS-frtz-GFP/þ wing immunostained to show the endogenous In protein. The arrow marks the approximate location of the edge of the ptc-domain. Note the increased
accumulation of In and its altered accumulation pattern associated with the over expression of frtz-GFP. (G) shows a ptc-Gal4/ UAS-frtz wing immunostained to show the
endogenous In protein. The arrow marks the approximate location of the edge of the ptc-domain. Note the increased accumulation of In where frtz was overexpressed.
(H) shows the quantitation of the changes in In immunostaining inside and outside of the ptc domain. Average grey scale values in the ptc domain are normalized to the level
outside of the ptc domain. A t-test was used to compare the grey values inside and outside of the ptc domain. np¼0.05–0.01, **p¼0.01–0.001, nnnpo0.001.
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Fig. 6. The over expression of one PPE protein affects the accumulation of the others. (A), (B) and (C) show a ptc-Gal4/UAS-HA-in; ubi-myc-frtz-GFP/þ wing immunostained
for both In (red) and GFP (green-Frtz). This ubi-myc-frtz-GFP transgene gives variegated expression. D shows the quantitation of GFP (Frtz) staining inside (2) and outside
(1) of the ptc domain. (Note the quantitation was done on the peripheral accumulation in cells that expressed high levels of Frtz). The increase in Frtz accumulation was
signiﬁcant (po0.05). (E), (F) and (G) shows a ptc-Gal4/UAS-fy-Flag-ollas; ubi-myc-frtz-GFP/þ wing immunostained for both Ollas (red-Fy) and GFP (green-Frtz). H shows the
quantitation of GFP (Frtz) staining inside (2) and outside (1) of the ptc domain. The decrease in Frtz accumulation was signiﬁcant (po0.05). (I), (J) and (K) show the results of
Western blots of wing disc samples where the expression of UAS-HA-in and UAS-myc-frtz were driven either singly or together using ptc-Gal4. (I) and (J) show the
quantitation and K the blot. (M), (N) and (L) show the results of Western blots of wing disc samples where the expression of UAS-fy-Flag-Ollas and UAS-myc-frtz were driven
either singly or together using ptc-Gal4. (L) and (M) show the quantitation and (N) the blot. (O), (P) and (Q) show the results of Western blots of wing disc samples where the
expression of UAS-HA-in and UAS-fy-GFP were driven either singly or together in varying doses using ptc-Gal4. (O) and P show the quantitation and (Q) the blot.
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ﬂies (Collier et al., 2005). The similarity of these phenotypes is
consistent with the interactions detected in the ﬂy proteins being
conserved in mammals. The ciliogenesis phenotype is not seen in
ﬂies where very few cells contain primary cilia. In humans frtz
mutations have been implicated in Bardet–Biedl (BBS) syndrome
(Kim et al., 2010) and fuzmutations have been implicated in neural
tube defects (Seo et al., 2011). The defect in ciliogenesis results in
defects in hedgehog signaling (Gray et al., 2009; Heydeck et al.,
2009) and defects in Wnt and FGF signaling have also been
reported in mutants (Tabler et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2011; Zilber
et al., 2013) although these could be secondary to the hedgehog
effect. Defects in key signaling pathways that function in many
locations and times in development complicate the interpretation
of mutant phenotypes. A variety of data has suggested that intu
and fuz might not function downstream of the PCP genes in some
vertebrates and that the vertebrate homologs of the PPE genes
might not share all of the same functions. A typical feature of PCP
mutants in vertebrates is a convergent extension phenotype in
early embryos (Goodrich and Strutt, 2011; Goto and Keller, 2002;
Jessen et al., 2002; Wallingford et al., 2001) and this was also seen
in intu and fuz morphants in Xenopus (Park et al., 2006). However,
no evidence for such a convergent-extension phenotype was seen
in intu and fuz muose mutants (Heydeck and Liu, 2011). Further, a
cochlea stereocilia phenotype seen in PCP mutants is present in
frtzmutants (Cui et al., 2013) but has not been reported in intu and
fuz mutants. The fuz gene has been found to be important for
membrane trafﬁcking (Gray et al., 2009) and retrograde intraﬂa-
gellar transport (Brooks and Wallingford, 2012) and similar ﬁnding
have not been reported for the other PPE genes.
Mutations in the Drosophila PPE genes produce notable planar
polarity phenotypes in a subset of the tissues where such
phenotypes are associated with mutations in the upstream PCP
genes (Adler, 1992; Gubb and Garcia-Bellido, 1982). This could be
due to the PPE genes only functioning in some cellular contexts or
to the PPE proteins functioning downstream of the PCP genes in all
tissues but not being important in some. For example, this could
be due to redundancy with an alternative gene module in some
cell types. In support of this latter hypothesis, when we examined
the eye of in mutants we detected a very weak PCP phenotype
(only a few ommatidia per eye were affected) that had been
missed due to the lack of a rough eye phenotype (Lee and Adler,
2002). Some of the differences between the phenotypes of
vertebrate PCP and PPE genes could have a similar basis.
An interesting observation is that frtz mutant mice show a loss
of Vangl2 in the cochlea (Cui et al., 2013). Thus, in the murine
cochlea frtz is not “downstream” of Vangl2. Similarly, both intu and
fuz regulate Dsh localization to the cilium (Park et al., 2006; Zilber
et al., 2013). Thus, in these vertebrate tissues the PPE genes do not
appear to be downstream of the PCP genes. These observations are
reminiscent of our observations that the ﬂy PPE genes are not
obligatorily downstream of the PCP genes. Further, both intu and
fuz being required for normal Dsh localization to the cilium
suggests these two proteins functioning together in vertebrates.
In addition to the shared phenotypes frtz has also been found to
interact with septin7 and septin2 and to affect focal adhesions and
cell migration (Cui et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2010). It was suggested
that through its interaction with septins frtz could regulate the
actin cytoskeleton (Cui et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2010). Our observa-
tion that the over expression of Frtz leads to a substantial delay in
hair initiation and to an altered F-actin distribution in wing cells
prior to hair initiation also suggests an effect on the actin
cytoskeleton independent of its role in PCP. Neither of these
phenotypes were seen with in and fy. Thus, in both Drosophila
and vertebrates Frtz appears to have activity that is not shared
with In and Fy.
From co-immunoprecipitation experiments we obtained evi-
dence that all three proteins are found in the same protein
complex. However, in the conditions these experiments were
carried out under all of the proteins accumulated in large puncta
and this may reﬂect an abnormal complex. However, it is worth
noting that when only two of the proteins are oe they colocalize in
both wing and salivary gland cells in the absence of any large
puncta and they can be co-immunoprecipitated. We and others
have also found that when In and Frtz are expressed at normal or
close to normal levels, they co-localize at the proximal edge of
pupal wing cells (Adler et al., 2004; Strutt and Warrington, 2008).
Strutt and colleagues also were able to show that Fy also localized
at the proximal edge of wing cells (Strutt and Warrington, 2008).
These observations all support the hypothesis that the 3 proteins
are found in a common complex.
The role of Fy seems in some ways different from that of In and
Frtz. At least its interaction with the other two PPE proteins stands
out. In the absence of fy function In accumulation is sharply
decreased however when oe Fy also decreases the accumulation
of endogenous In. Further when In and Fy are both oe the level of
In accumulation can be increased or decreased depending on the
relative dose of Fy. Thus, the stoichiometry of the two proteins
appears to be the key. The importance of the relative In/Fy dose
may also explain the requirement for the oe of both to produce a
gof wing hair polarity phenotype. The relative ratio of Frtz and Fy
also appears to be important as oe of Fy leads to decreased
accumulation of Frtz encoded by either the ubiquitin promoter
Fig. 7. The over expression of fy and frtz modiﬁes a hypomorphic in phenotype.
Panel B is a control showing the in-ts phenotype at 25 1C. The wings in (A) and
(C) used actin-Gal4 to drive the expression of myc-frtz and fy-GFP respectively.
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driven gene or by the UAS/Gal4 system. Nothing is currently
known about the stoichiometry of a PPE protein complex and
the number of types of such complexes. Such information might
provide an explanation for the complex relationship between Fy
and In (and Frtz). In vertebrates Fuz functions in intraﬂagellar
transport, membrane vesicle fusion and secretion (Brooks and
Wallingford, 2012; Gray et al., 2009). Perhaps in ﬂies it functions in
the intracellular trafﬁcking of In and Frtz.
PPE and PCP proteins
Our experiments established that the oe of either InþFy or Frtz
by itself could alter the level and/or subcellular location where PCP
proteins accumulated. These results were surprising as the PPE
genes are generally thought to function downstream of the PCP
proteins. As noted earlier in the mouse a frtz mutation altered
Vangl2 accumulation in hair cells (Cui et al., 2013) and Intu and
Fuz mutations altered Dsh recruitment to the cilium (Park et al.,
2006; Zilber et al., 2013). Those and our results have blurred the
hierarchy between these two groups of genes.
The formation of the proximal and distal protein domains
in wing cells is thought to involve both inter and intra cellular
signaling. It is generally thought that negative interactions
between PCP proteins that accumulate on the proximal and distal
edges of wing cells are part of an intracellular negative feedback
loop that helps establish and maintain the localized protein
domains (Amonlirdviman et al., 2005; Bastock et al., 2003; Das
et al., 2004; Tree et al., 2002). One way in which the oe of the
cytoplasmic PPE proteins might repattern the upstream proteins
would be to interfere with this negative feedback loop. For example,
the binding of a PPE protein to a PCP protein such as Pk might block
Pk's antagonistic interaction with Dsh. Alternatively, PPE proteins
when oe could bind to and stabilize one or more of the PCP proteins
(e.g. Pk or Dsh). For example, such an interaction might prevent the
degradation of the PCP protein. Ubiquitin dependent Pk degradation
has been implicated in regulating PCP (Narimatsu et al., 2009) and
increased protein levels could result in the hair polarity phenotypes
as the oe of any of the PCP proteins leads to alterations in wing hair
polarity (Adler et al., 1997; Tree et al., 2002; Usui et al., 1999). There
is also good precedent for the over expression of one PCP protein
altering the levels of others. For example, it is known that the oe of
Pk leads to increased accumulation of Fz, Dsh and Stan (Tree et al.,
2002). Further studies will be needed to elucidate the mechanism
by which the PPE proteins can inﬂuence the upstream proteins.
Frtz and the cytoskeleton
Our experiments on frtz also provided several novel and
surprising results. The oe of frtz and frtz-GFP led to complementary
effects on hair polarity. This was unexpected since when expressed
at close to normal levels both proteins provide complete rescue of
null frtz alleles. The basis for the complementary gof phenotypes
remains unclear. Perhaps the folding of the GFP tagged protein is
slowed and when over expressed much of it ends up in an
abnormal conformation with abnormal activity with respect to
PCP. Despite the complementary polarity phenotypes we detected
a similar dramatic delay in hair outgrowth in ﬂipout clones of
both. This suggested the possibility that at least when over
expressed Frtz could inhibit the activation of the actin cytoskele-
ton. A second set of observations consistent with an effect on the
actin cytoskeleton are bristle morphology abnormalities asso-
ciated with over expression of frtz (or frtz-GFP) (pna, unpublished).
Some effects on hair and bristle morphogenesis can be seen with
other PCP and PPE genes but none as dramatic as those we have
Fig. 8. Co-immunoprecipitation of PPE proteins. (A) shows an experiment where HA-In and Fy-Flag were co-immunoprecipitated by either anti-In or anti-Flag antibodies. In
this experiment a heat shock was used to induce the expression of transgenes subcloned behind the hsp70 promoter. (B) shows the co-immunoprecipitation of In and Frtz.
This experiment used UAS-HA-in and UAS-myc-frtz transgenes driven by ptc-Gal4.Wing disc samples were immunoprecipitated using Rabbit anti-HA antibody. Arrows point
to myc-Frtz and HA-In on the Western blots. (C) shows an experiment where we tested the co-immunoprecipitation of Fy and Frtz. Samples from ptc-Gal4/UAS-fy-Flag-Ollas;
UAS-myc-frtz/þ wing discs were IP with anti-Myc antibody and then assayed by western blotting. Lane 3 and 4 (on the left side) are duplicates. The arrows point to Fy-Flag-
Ollas (left) and myc-Frtz (right). Note that Fy was not preciptiated with Frtz. (D) shows an experiment where all three of the PPE proteins were co-expressed (ptc-Gal4/UAS-
HA-in UAS-fy-GFP; UAS-frtz-GFP/þ). Samples were made from wing discs and immunoprecipitated using anti-Fy antibody. The Western blots were probed with anti-GFP
(to detect both Fy-GFP and Frtz-GFP) and anti-In. Control experiments established that anti-Fy antibody could not pull down either HA-in or Frtz-GFP (data not shown).
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seen for frtz. Driving expression of frtz by ptc-Gal4 also led to a fold
in the wing that runs down the ptc domain. The basis for this is
unclear but could be due to changes in cell size, cell number or
shape. We have not detected similar phenotypes in either gain or
loss of function experiments with other fz/stan pathway mutants.
These observations suggest that Frtz may modulate the cytoske-
leton independently of the fz/stan pathway as a whole.
Several other observations suggest that Frtz plays multiple roles
during development and that at least one in planar cell polarity is
likely to be independent of the fz/stan pathway. In ptc4frtz-GFPwings
a very distinctive hair polarity phenotype was seen. Whenwings were
ptc4frtz-GFP and also mutant for another fz/stan pathway gene this
distinctive polarity patternwas lost. However, the hair polarity pattern
also did not closely resemble that of the fz/stan pathway mutant. This
indicates that frtz-GFP can inﬂuence hair polarity in a fz/stan pathway
independent manner. The mechanism and the identity of a presump-
tive second pathway remain to be elucidated. One possibility is that
frtz might function as an effector of the dachsous/fat pathway in a fz/
stan independent manner. A second is that Frtz might regulate the
actin cytoskeleton (Cui et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2010) independently of
its role in the fz/stan pathway.
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